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Since Great Hanshin Earthquake,investigation of earthquake has been started. In
that investigation, to estimate earthquake in accuracy to base of evaluating risk,
the reserch about Ground Motion Simulator with high accuracy and exibility has
been studied. We need ne lattice in order to disperse three dimensions structure
in enough accuracy and caluculate short cycle earthquake. In practical caluculation
we must consider from hundreds of millions to billions lattices. We need huge calu-
culating memory and it takes a few days to caluculate. Recently, GPUs, which are
the hardware of graphic processing, have been applied to general problems. They
are called GPGPU and have attracted much attention, using many cores of GPU
we can parallelize huge datas and get speed up. But we must study special lan-
guage for GPU programming, GPU programming is very dicult. This paper says
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for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < N; j++) {




















__global__ vectorAdd(float (*d_A)[N], float (*d_B)[N], float (*d_C)[N])
{
int i = blockIdx.x;
int j = threadIdx.x;
d_C[i][j] = d_A[i][j] + d_B[i][j];
}
%%??????????????????
cudaMalloc((void**) &d_A, sizeof(float) * N);
cudaMalloc((void**) &d_B, sizeof(float) * N);
cudaMalloc((void**) &d_C, sizeof(float) * N);
%%??????????????????
cudaMemcpy(d_A, A, sizeof(float) * N, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
cudaMemcpy(d_B, B, sizeof(float) * N, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
%%???????
vectorAdd <<< N, N >>>(d_A, d_B, d_C);
%%??????????????,????????
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do i = 0, n
do j = 0 , j







do i = 0, n
do j = 0 , j
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